
Cultivating  Knowledge:  The
Top 7 Gardening Podcasts to
Enrich Your Green Thumb

Gardening is not just a pastime; it’s a passion for millions
who enjoy getting their hands dirty and cultivating their own
patches of earth. Whether you’re a novice hoping to grow your
first flowers or a seasoned horticulturist looking to expand
your knowledge, gardening podcasts can be a treasure trove of
information. Here’s a guide to the top 7 gardening podcasts
that will help you grow your garden and gardening skills.

Top 7 Gardening Podcasts
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1. The Joe Gardener Show
Hosted  by  Joe  Lamp’l,  a  gardening  expert  and  national
television host, The Joe Gardener Show dives deep into the
nuts and bolts of gardening. From interviews with industry
experts to tips on organic gardening practices, this podcast
offers everything to help you garden better. Joe’s practical,
well-researched advice and engaging interviewing style make it
easy to absorb information. Whether you’re interested in soil
science or need advice on water-wise gardening, this show
covers  it  all,  ensuring  every  gardener  comes  away  with
practical insights.

2. Gardeners’ Question Time
A staple for British gardeners and international listeners
alike, Gardeners’ Question Time is a BBC Radio 4 classic that
has been running for over seventy years. Each week, a panel of
horticultural experts answer questions from a live audience,
tackling  everything  from  combating  diseases  to  innovative
garden designs. What makes this show particularly engaging is
its format; it’s interactive, and listeners are welcome to
submit their own gardening quandaries, making it a dynamic
resource for personalized gardening guidance.

3. The Beet



The Beet podcast is perfect for those who want to dive into
the science of gardening. Host Kevin Espiritu shares daily
tips and tricks that are easy to implement, regardless of the
size of your space or the extent of your gardening experience.
This show is particularly appealing for urban gardeners who
work with limited space, as Kevin often focuses on container
gardening, hydroponics, and urban homesteading. It’s a great
way to learn about the efficient use of space and resources to
maximize your garden’s yield.

4. On The Ledge
Houseplant enthusiasts will fall in love with On The Ledge,
hosted by Jane Perrone. This podcast shines a light on indoor
gardening, focusing on succulents, tropical plants, and air-
purifying  indoor  plants.  Jane’s  expertise  and  passion  for
houseplants are evident as she delivers everything from care
tips to creative plant display ideas. For those looking to
green  their  interiors,  this  podcast  offers  a  wealth  of
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knowledge, helping listeners create their own indoor garden
oasis.

5. The RHS Gardening Podcast
Produced by the Royal Horticultural Society, the RHS Gardening
Podcast offers a wealth of knowledge from some of the leading
figures  in  gardening.  It  covers  a  broad  range  of  topics,
including practical advice on garden planning and maintenance,
pest  control,  and  plant  care.  The  podcast  also  features
regular  updates  on  RHS  gardens  and  events,  making  it  an
excellent  resource  for  those  interested  in  the  latest
gardening  trends  and  research.

6. Plantrama

Plantrama, hosted by C.L. Fornari and Ellen Zachos, approaches
gardening  in  an  accessible  and  entertaining  manner.  This
podcast discusses everything from edible plants to the basics
of gardening design, appealing to both beginners and advanced
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gardeners.  The  co-hosts’  chemistry  and  humor  make  complex
topics relatable and enjoyable. Plus, their segment on what’s
for dinner from the garden inspires listeners to think about
their gardens as sources of food as well as beauty.

7. The Garden Path Podcast
The Garden Path Podcast is a fantastic resource for those who
believe  in  sustainable  living  and  natural  gardening.  Host
Misti Little combines her passion for eco-friendly practices
with practical advice on cultivating a garden that contributes
to its local ecosystem. This podcast not only discusses the
how-to’s of gardening but also dives into the philosophical
aspects of why we garden. Listeners can expect to learn about
native  plants,  composting  techniques,  and  more.  Plus,  the
information  helps  with  creating  a  more  sustainable  and
environmentally friendly garden, which is a nice bonus.

Start  Enjoying  These  Gardening
Podcasts Today!
By tuning into these gardening podcasts, enthusiasts of all
levels can deepen their knowledge and enhance their gardening
practices. These podcasts offer not just gardening tips but a
way to connect with a broader gardening community. Whether
your  interest  lies  in  traditional  gardening,  indoor  plant
care, or innovative technologies, these podcasts will surely
enrich your gardening journey.

Read More:

The Best TikTok Gardening Channels

Playlist: Best Songs About Gardens
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